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Some Aspect:. 01 Mysticism wen
sented by Dr. Rufus Jones in his 1(
at Billings on Monday, April 23.
while a philosophe
that
mysticism is a third way of approach
toward ultimate truth. Today, a great
wave of mysticism which is sweeping
The word mysticism is unfortunate
perhaps in its connotation; but first Dr.
Jones pointed out the word does not
mean mysterious. It is a direct way of
intercourse between God and man.
Actual contact is established with the
divine presence. Ecstasy, contrary to
the belief of laymen, is not essential for
the experience. It is not necessary for
even the highest consciousness of this
new home for the soul. The experience
resembles the fusion of perfect love. As
Grand Canyon
Litvinoff Wants League
To Vote Arms Reduction
An almost literal bomb was hurlei
the Preparatory Disarmament Com
mission of the League of Nations when
Maxim Litvinoff. head of the Russian
delegation, demanded that a vote be
taken on what the nations represented
expected to do about arms reduction.
It was only by hectic manoeuvering
that Litvinoff succeeded in preventing
his project from being smothered by
silence. Delegates of only five coun-
tries cared to comment on the Rus-
sian's proposal. M. Litvinoff himself
pi'n.U'L-l
diate self, so the mystic in his momen
of feeling "breathes the pure serene.
There is a sense of conflicting force
overcome, of perfect integration of tin
mind, the will and the emotions.
The whole experience gives increase*
vitality. The word, "overbrimminc;," i;
the lecturer's most satisfactory expres-
sion. The infinite and the finite inter
penetrate. Margaret Prescott Montague
in Tiventy Minutes 0/ Reality saw life
for a precious twenty minutes in all its
fullest loveliness. Dr. Jones' friend
Roundtree found an "unspeakable
peace" and a strengthening influence
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
Cubism Leads To Abstract
Expression In Pure Desig
em Art" at the Art building on Wednes-
day, April 17. Cubism was the topic
discussed. It is an attempt to express
the ideal of a "Pure" art. The move-
ment is an effort to get away from the
traditional realism of the academic
painters of the late nineteenth century.
In cubism natural forms are broken up
into planes which the artist recon-
structs into form that is more typical
of him than the natural forms would
be. His arrangement of planes is or-
dered in accord with the necessities of
of natural form. Starting about tv
years ago, the development has
from a simplified ordering of na
forms towards an abstract formal
tmi winch approximates pure ge.
f-\iu( nciFi-
try.
The tendency towards cubism can be
seen in Manet, Degas, Gaugin, Seurat
and Cezanne, though none of them are
purposively attempting cubistic ends.
Manet's interest in designing his com-
position in flat pattern was carried
farther by Degas who cut the pattern
up in order to make it more interesting
from the point of view of design. He
used an "angle-shot" perspective, prob-
ably adapted from Japanese prints of
the period, which added to the possi-
bilities of design. Gaugin carried this
months
with a view to their ex-
pressing a definite opinion at this ses-
Litvinoff wanted a vote on the fol-
lowing questions: First, Is the com-
mission agreed to make a substantial
reduction in armaments? Second, Is
it agreed to reduce them on a propor-
tional basis? Third. Is it agreed to do
this by establishing a co-efficient of
reduction? The Russian representa-
; obviously desirous of a vote
for propaganda purposes fo;
the Soviet proposition.
The Soviet proposals have fou:
points: First, Reduction instead
ond, Extensive reduction of the arma-
er reductions for smaller nations
Third, Destruction of offensive arma-
ments while purely defensive arma-
ments are left untouched. Fourth
Consolidation of peaceful positions of
the nations.
It is unlikely that the League
accept the Soviet proposal, since
propositions of various
COMING EVENTS
April 26 and 27, Z. A. will present
Shaw's Candida at its Semi-open. The
cast, which includes Ruth Stephens.
Tony Clapp, Aileen Shaw, Thelma
Wade, Ruth Rhodes and Miriam Mc-
Donald, has taken the play well in
hand and is certain to present an ex-
The play
Marie Eckhardt.
e will be dancing
gin at 7:30 P.M.
is being directed b<
Tickets will be sold ;
Saturday evening th
at Alumnae, after
trude Seymour has chare
ins, and Edith Hoffman
Refreshments will be set
Brittany. Ger-
by the time the League
will have done anything ;
reduction the meaning of
lave changed.
Hocking Of Harvard Speaks
Friday On Value Of Ideals
The Department of Philosophy and
Psychology takes particular pleasure in
announcing a lecture on "The Practi-
cal Values of Idealism," to be delivered
tomorrow at 4:40 in Room 124. Found-
ers Hall, by Professor William Ernest
Hocking of Harvard University.
Professor Hocking is perhaps the
foremost exponent of idealistic philoso-
phy in this country. He attracted in-
ternational notice through his early
Tile Meaning of God in Human
Experience and was called from Yale
the Chair of Moral Philosophy in
Harvard. In his later books, including
Morale and Its Enemies and Human
ire and Its Remaking, he has done
ti to show the value of philosoph-
thinking in the solution of praeti-
irobiems. More recently he has in-
terested himself in the contribution to
made by philosophy to the revision
law, and in the philosophy of the
te. His studies in this .stJjjoct have
him to a deep interest in the
Lidding u < Hinplni-
His picture
Y.wc.al widely In obtain first-
hand knowledge of the work ing of the
Mandates under the Treaty of Ver-
,
and is now writing on that sub-
This slight account of his activi-
enough to show that his visit to
Wellesley is an event of considerable
importance. No one is better qualified
than he to speak of the relation of phi-
losophy to life, especially as, in addi-
tion to his greatness as a thinker, he
The Wellesley Concert Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction of Mr.
Jacques Hoffman, will present a pro-
gram on April 27, at 8 o'clock, in Alum-
nae Hall. Dancing will follow.
r=]
On Monday, April 30, at 4:40, Mr. R.
G. Hawtrey. British treasury expert,
will speak on international debts and
reparations in Room 124, Founders
Hall. Mr. Hawtrey, who now occupies
the position of exchange professor at
Harvard, has been connected with the
working in Paris over
Dawes Plan for
On Wednesday,
will speak on Modern Painting: /.
Cross Section; The Impressionist Gen-
eration; Tlie Precisionists; WJiat /;




try-out for the Fisk Reading am
Speaking Contest will be held on Fri
day, May 3. The contest itself will bi
held on Friday, May 10. Any sopho^
more is eligible to compete, the subject
being a four-minute speech on an;
topic of interest to the speaker hersel]
The name and topic should be submit
ted to the Department of Reading, am
Speaking.
The Silver Bay Conference will be
the subject of the C. A. meeting
Wednesday. May 1, at Eliot at sct
Miss Elizabeth Frost, Frances Hunt-
ington, '29, and Dorothy Shuman,
Trustees AnnounceNew
Faculty Appointments
the Board of Trustees of Wellesley
appointments for the year 19
To the Department of Art
turer, comes Sirapie Der
Lie. es Let.. Dipl. E. S., E. H. E., who
now teaching in Paris.
To the Department of Botany. Ruth
Hutchinson Lindsay, M. A., of Nasho-
tah. Wisconsin, comes as Assistant
Professor. Miss Lindsay now holds a
teaching fellowship at the University
of Wisconsin.
To the Department of Chemistry as
Assistant Professor comes Helen Thayer
Jones, Ph. D., of Salem, Mass., who was
at Wellesley as an instructor in 1925-
26, and who is at present Assistant
Professor at Milwaukee-Downer Col-
To the Department of Economics
and Sociology will come as Lecturer,
Vernon Orval Watts, Ph. D.. of Cam-
bridge, Mass., now tutor in Labor
Problems at Harvard; Miss Emily
Clark Brown, Ph.D., of Minneapolis,
who is at present an associate Indus-
trial Economist in the United States
Women's Bureau at Washington, will
come as Assistant Professor; and Mary
Bosworth Treudley. Ph.D., formerly
of Ginling College, China, will come
as an Instructor.
To the Department of English Lit-
erature as Instructor will come Grace
Elizabeth Hawk, B. Litt., Oxon., who
now teaching in the Wright Sch<
for Girls, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and lh
in Reading, Pa.
(Continued on Page 6, Cols. 2 and
Miss Blattner Of Dana Hall
Gives Talk On Japanese Art
it 4:40 Monday afternoon, April 22
Miss Clara Blattner, a former Wellesley
graduate of the class of 1901, and now
the Dana Hall Faculty, gave an il-
lustrated talk in the Art Museum on
Japanese Art. Numerous Japanese
e hung about the walls,
examples of carved objects in ivory
metal were displayed in the exhi-
1 cases. Miss Blattner made the
as informal as possible in order
the audience might go about and
at the objects as
To anyone who had no idea of
i'art, the talk wa
The twenty or thirty paintings hung
about the walls had been presented to
Blattner and her mother during
their long stay in Japan several years
All Japanese paintings are done
on very thin paper or on silk,
'1th water colors, and the paint
Rare Boswell Manuscripts
To Be Shown By Collector
Lieutenant-Colonel Ralph Heyward
Isham, C. B. E.. collector and lover of
ghteenth century literature, will lee-
his :
discovered Boswell manuscripts, at
Tower Court, before an audience of
those especially interested in eighteeth
century authors. Colonel Isham, by a
brilliant feat of diplomacy, succeeded
in purchasing, in the summer of 1926,
from the descendants of James Boswell,
Lord and Lady Malahide of Dublin, va-
till
MAY DAY WILL BE
ALL-COLLEGE FAIR
Merry Month Of Year To Be




lay Day. At 7
be Wellesley's
begin rolling their hoops down Tower
Hill. At 8 o'clock the college, dressed
in white, will march into chapel to
the tune of the 1929 Marching Song,
the freshmen going first. Immediate-
ly after chapel the sophomores will
form numerals on Tower Hill in honor
of the seniors. At 8:40 everyone will
come down to earth again for academ-
The real May Day. however, will be-
gin at 2 o'clock when Tower Green will
be transformed into a Country Fair
with many booths and many mer-
chants, gathered together to celebrate
the advent of the merry month of
May. The whole college is invited to
the Fair and is earnestly requested to
dress either as farmers or as children;
freshmen preferably as children. But
as a Country Fair is liable to draw al-
most any kind of people, tramps.
gypsies, jesters, foreigners, whole fam-
ilies, or old maids will all be gracious-
by
Boswell's e arly diaries, familv letters
meetings with Voltaire
Rousseau, nd one especially interest-
ng accour t of a conversation with
Hume, on his death-bed. There are
oks in which Boswell took
he notes f 3r his Life of Samuel John-
son. No one had ever seen these manu-
oripts, and they had been practically
buried to the world before Colonel
Isham purchased them. Now they will
be of invaluable aid not only to schol-
ars who are studying Boswell's life and
the methods which he used in writing
his great biography, but to all students
Colonel Isham is a New York busi-
ness man who served in the British
army during the Great War, and was
decorated by the King of England in
recognition of his gallant work in Ire-
He is coming to Wellesley under
the auspices of the English Literature
tment, and although his audience
must of necessity be limited, it is hoped
there will be an opportunity for
terested to see the ori-'iiuil uuum-
MUSICAL VESPERS
April 28 at 7:30
Special Music by the Choii
Junior Prom Also Is
Affected By Modern Cubism
Enchantments and miraculous trans-
formations take place just at the stroke
of midnight, according to most authen-
tic reports from ancient times. But
the last week-end has disproved the
time-honored theory; for the metamor-
phosis of the Junior Class took place at
strangely different hours. From four
o'clock on Saturday afternoon, when
Tower Court was besieged by tea danc-
ers until twelve that evening, the Jun-
ior Class made merry in Wellesley.
In long, dignified gcv.ns the girls
swept into Alumnae Hall on the arms
ries of white hair and buffon gowns
and stately ladies leaning gracefully on
the most proper of gentlemen. Yet the
past could not hold sway for long-
startling angles and towering skyscrap-
ers effectively modernized the twen-
tieth century promenade. Against the
three windows at the back of the hall
was a vista of skyscrapers at sunset,
gray and black towers set off by the
pink evening sky. The orchestra played
in front of a brilliantly golden sky,
which formed the background for more
of the impressive steel structures.
Across the ceiling in the middle of the
room was a panel, cleverly done in re-
verse perspective. One-half of it gave
the impression of a city towering above
the heads of the dancers; the other
half afforded the spectators the unique
advantage of being able to look down
upon another city of the future. Marion
Burr was the head of the committee on
decorations; Barbara Mott, Margaret
Henry, Harriet Cross, and Ruth Leclaire
ie scenery which so effect-
ively suggested the city of today and
irrow. The committee declares that
Vew Yorker was the source of in-
tion, and Mr. Barr of the Art De-
nent the most helpful critic.
Continued on Page 2. Col. 2)
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
SUNDAYS AT HATHAWAY BRING
INTERESTING INFORMAL TALKS
-Writing, measles, and murder—they
will out." With this amusing compari-
son Mrs. Sophia Cleugh opened her
talk at Hathaway House on Sunday.
April 14, thus explaining that, though
the making of books may cause "no
end of studying and weariness of
flesh," as Solomon described an auth-
or's duty so many centuries ago. it is
a task which is unavoidable.
the interesting personalities whom
Hathaway House has brought to Wel-
lesley this year. Born in London, she
was educated in England and in Dres-
den. During the war she entered gov-
ernment service. Since that time she
has devoted herself to writing novels.
Matilda, Ernestine Sophie. Jeanne
Margot. and the latest, A Common
Cheat, published in 1928,
Mrs. Cleugh did not, however, speak
of her life. She limited her talk to a
discussion of the Making of a Novel.
She pointed out that all authors are
either Romantics or Realists, but thai
all of them must base their books or
to live. In illustration of this she
showed that Cinderella's ancestors
may be seen in the Bible, in self-sacri-
ficing Ruth or in the more subtle
Esther, and that her descendants may
be seen in the sophisticated Becky
Sharp. Juliette, too, may be seen in
the modern Coquette, whom Helen
Hayes personified.
It is the romantic or the realistic
treatment which varies plots, since
there are only thirty in the world
Character, which may be found in the
street, in stations, is far more import-
ant, according to Mrs. Cleugh, and
style is the third import-ant elemt
novel-writing.
A novel is often a vicarious pleasure
for the reader: so the author must
learn to see all sides of life, a:
present many of them in his boob
must learn first to sympathize, and
then to express his ideas in the fewest
and most precise words possible
must learn to have climax, but t
it with discretion. Finally, Mrs. Cleugh
concluded, an author should often read
his book aloud to himself, and if hi
has succeeded in producing a worl
which will make the public "laugh, cry
and wait," he will have a best seller.
The other talks this year have beer
as interesting as they have been differ-
ent. Miss Scudder described Francis
can Italy, and Mrs. Everett Getchel
used a lantern to illustrate her talk
The exhibition of original drawings by
talk
-.vmbi.ilie
class singing and the singing
audience seemed to spring spt
taneously from the students as an i
pression of a happy, resolute spirit.
iot something put on for the n





rt of a game played one evening
forgotten the next, or something
assumed for the nonce; but Smith is
i a large institution and the oppor-
ties for dramatic and social dissi-
on so numerous that college inter-
in any particular aspect of college
is not strong and is confined, hi the
! of the competition between the
s choirs, to the friends of the sing-
le management
song competitions may be sug-
gestive to Wellesley students. At both
lieges the choirs were dressed in
lite; at Holyoke the class, as a class,
competed; at Smith the class choirs
; 60 to 100 in number) competed.
There were three judges at each col-
lege, and they were asked to fill out a
form giving points for interpretation,
ensemble, tone, accuracy, etc.; these
forms were handed in to a student who
computed the total points,
chairman of the judges ann<
decision. It must
ever, that a competent judge does
require the assistance of a complicated
credit-scheme: he knows which is tin
best chorus without it. The competi-
tions were indoors, which I think ar
excellent plan; and the singing was
with piano accompaniment. At Hol-
yoke all the music was memorized.
Would it not be possible to have a
competitive sing with Mount Holy-
yoke? I do not mean a competition
between the chapel choirs or the glee
clubs, but between popular student-
groups, trained, managed and directed
by college song-leaders. There is no
doubt that Wellesley all-college singing
of June, 1927, which is as late as my
knowledge of it goes, would have little
chance for success in a tussle with the
Holyoke singing of last Tuesday eve-
H. C. M.
DIVORCE AND ENGLISH COURSES
SHARE VARIED CLUB PROGRAM
On Thursday, April 18, the Shop Club
held a meeting at which Miss Laura
Lockwood compared the ideas of John
Milton and Judge Lindsay on divorce;
and Miss Eglantine Jebb read a paper
on the growth of English as a study.
The research of Miss Lockwood has
produced the rather surprising fact
that Milton regarded the separation of
liberally than
does the famous judge. From 1G43 to
1645 he wrote four pamphlets on Di-
vorce. He advocated divorce by mutual
consent, especially on the ground of in-
compatibility. He would not have the
case taken to the courts, but believed
that the couple should merely appear
before a committee from the church.
Judge Lindsay in his Companionate
Marriage also argues for divorce bj






10''.'' given on all
Ivy Corsets and Bras;
during May.
Ivy Corset Shop
8 Church St., Wellesley
JUNIOR PROMENADE
(Continued from Page 1. Col 5)
Members of the reception committee,
which sat against screens designed to
carry out the general effect, were Miss
Pendleton, Miss Waite, Miss Tufts, Miss
Smith, Miss Knapp, Malcolm Carr. and
Marion Burr, chairman of the Prom
bility. Although
case to court, he \
mality or delay in the decision. 1
chief difference in the two writers
the stress that Judge Lindsay places
children and the effect of divorce up
their lives; he sees this much mi
clearly than did Milton.
to tell how recent is the acceptance of
English, both language and literature,
as a basic study, is the 1921 report of
England's Board of Education, The
Teaching of English in England. It
i just after the war and the country
filled with an intense nationalr-m.
esire for all things English, partic-
uarly the language. The report, re-
flecting the feeling of the time, stressed
i the teaching
tongue and the natio:
The educational system had gri
up when French and Latin were
languages of learning or polite
With the growth of Human
le sixteenth century, Latin
k assumed magnified importance
were taught at the expense of English
e nineteenth century the rise ol
popular education began to bring tht
national language into its own, Latir
supines and declension being kept foi
1 training." But the teaching oi
thirty years, went about preaching
advantages of the study of English,
ast years of the nineteenth cen
red English given honor school
Oxford and Cambridge. With
acceptance of its importance grew
interpretations of
Wilde makes one look forward
two books which he is to publish next
fall, one containing illustrations for
Wilde's Harlot's House, the other por-
traying pictorially modem life from
subways to psychology. Miss Harriet
Sampson's reading of her own poetry
on April 21 adds to the number of
people whom one enjoys hearing
the charmingly informal teas wr
Miss Gordon hostesses at four o'cl
on Sunday afternoons.
The music was provided by Eddie
Wittseim's orchestra, which has also
played for the Yale Junior Prom
Shortly after nine the couples prom-
d in the Grand March, soon tc
COMPETITIVE SINGING
Tuesday, April 16, w
rainy day, but by the time I was house<
in the guest room at Hillside, a charm
ing dormitory on the lovely Mount Hoi
yoke campus, I had forgotten the storn
It was competitive singing betweei
the four classes, and there was a de
corous. subdued excitement about th
dormitory, for the senior song leade
and the junior song leader, close
friends, were Hillside occupants. Mount
Holyoke is so far from the enticement:
and disturbances of a large city tha
the students are largely dependent or
ment. At any rate, Student-Alumnai
building, a large, well-planned, com
modious structure, was filled by an en
sprinkling of townspeople; throughout
the evening enthusiasm
and the mass-singing, led by Elizabeth
Poss, all-college song leader,
best I have ever heard. Indeed, both
the i
\ hh'h interrupted again only by
id by the twelve omi-
nous strokes at midnight, which
brought a decisive a
to the gala week-end whose

























The report of 1921 states that English
Literature is the most important of all
literatures to be taught, that the Eng-
lish language is the most important of






Beta Kappa was held at Shafer
Wednesday evening. April 24.
Miss Florence Converse, elected
year to alumna meii;bevMir,i and
Coe
of the Mount Holyoke chapter.
President Pendleton spoke on "The
Meaning of Membership in Phi Beta
Kappa.'' Professor Lockwood, former
president of the Eti
Chapter, also spoke, and M
read an unpublished poem, "An Ameri
can in Italy, 1928."
preceded by a din
• inl
; of the Class c
admitted in the i
JUNIOR MONTH CHOICE
The Department of Economics ha
announced the choice of Ruth Rhode
as the Welleley Junior Month Repre
l Ruth Killian is altei
Bicycles, Picnic Supplies





fternoon or Sports Wear with sleeves or sleei
16.50 and up
A special lot of wash silk dresses @ 9.75
ELEANOR, Inc.
33 CENTRAL STREET
Ask The Girl Who "Runs Things-
ABOUT THE
Wellesley Press Printing Service
Leaders of this year's classes—Society
moguls and the Wellesley girls who
"Run things"—depend upon our service.
May we assist you also?
Wellesley Press, Inc. |-'!) Wellesley Square
.4 LOCAL INSTITUTION
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE IN
WHITE for MAY DAY?
We have prepared especially for your needs, so you may have
really smart outfits. Not expensive, either. We advise you to
choose thoughtfully with one eye on May Day and the other on
i.t ni.trc li inur petals down
Low back while ,
White fring,
;r white coats and jackets
t>.-i*ketweave. flannel, or
•••.litrhrd -ilks, $10 to $25
Vests of whit t glo e silk, $1.65





strings, $2.50 to $5
chokers and
Gardenias, SOc to $1.50
White blouses, of cotton broad-
or satin, $2 to $10.50







L OFF AND ON
OFF CAMPUS
The new administration has a policy
of action: events of varied nature have
been taking place at Washington.
The Seventy-first Congress of the
United States met in special session,
Tuesday. April 16, at the call of Presi-
dent Hoover, to face the problems of
farm relief and tariff revision.
President Hoover has appointed to
succeed Alanson B. Houghton as Am-
bassador to Great Britain, former
Vice-President Charles G. Dawes, once
the chief executive's most formidable
rival for the Republican Presidential
nomination.
Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, Secretary of
the Interior, is planning to "wean" the
American Indians from the protection
employment agencies to aid in a policy
of training and assimilation. News-
papers of Oklahoma, New Mexico, and
South Dakota, where there are large
numbers of Indian inhabitants, in
the change will not be
Dr. Hjalmar Schacht, the chief Ger-






ence. Schacht not only offered to pay
compromise, but also submitted con-
ditions that would necessitate a revisal
of the whole Treaty of Versailles in
favor of Germany. His ten collabor-
ators at the hearing of his offer con-
sidered his proposal to be equivalent
to an ultimatum, and American rep-
resentatives were vexed and indignant.
The next day the session of the debt
parley was temporarily adjourned be-
cause of the death of Lord Ravelstoke,
British financier, and chairman of the
sub-committee which considered the
German plan.
r=i
Winston Churchill. Chancellor of the
Exchequer, in his budget speech to the
House of Commons, April 15, surprised
everyone with the immediate and total
abolition of the tax on all tea, both
foreign and empire grown. The ab-
sence of the tax, which has existed
since the reign of Queen Elizabeth,
will cost the government about $30,-
000,000 in revenue.
President Portes Gil of Mexico
make Mexico dry. His statemer
leaders throughout the country
tained a special appeal to womei
the chief sufferers from the evil
Akron, Ohio, is to have the largest
building in the world without pillars
or posts to hold it up: an airship han-
gar which will be used for the con-
struction of a gigantic airship for the
United States Navy. The hangar will
cost $2,500,000 and will be large enough
to house six miles of freight cars.
Both ends will have two mammoth
doors. Each door will weigh 800 tons
and will run on forty wheels when
opening or closing, but will be con-
trolled simply by pressing an electric
button.
r=l
A Boston jury has found a New York
publisher guilty of selling a book tend-
ing to corrupt youthful morals because
of its indecent language. The book
is Theodore Dreiser's An American
Tragedy, and the main objection to it,
according to the Assistant District At-
torney who tried the case for the Gov-
ernment, is that it openly advocates
birth control. The publisher's counsel,
while filing a motion for a new trial,
sentence, the maximum penalty being
two years in Jail and a fine of $1000.
ON CAMPUS
The grounds of Stone-Davis, piti-
fully neglected during the winter
months, show hope of future respecti-
bility. After the
actual landscape gardening will be
supervised by Miss Davis of the Botany
Department. As early as seven each
tumbrels of earth up the hill
although nothing but plans have
made for a walk leading to the road,
there is one on the lake side nearlng
completion. Much excitement
been caused by the vagaries of o
the dray-horses which drags a
of rich loam from the field op]
Founders to the new dormitory. As
the sight of the steam-shovel
the animal into a spirited gallop,
stands with his head tastefully
shrouded in a burlap veil until his ce
is safely loaded. Would that such
At a tea for Mrs. Kirkbride
on Wednesday, April 17,
ment was made of the
Esther Kirkbride, '29, to Charles Cole,
University of Michigan '23, LL. D.,
University of Michigan '26. The way
in which the news
a flurry of enthusiastic comment.
Several girls dressed as newsboys
tributed copies of a single sheet p
on which was reproduced the I
page of the NEWS of the week
fore. In place of the usual title
Kirkbride-Cole News a:
The Chairman of Membership 1:
Katherine Fee. '30, and the Members-
at-Large are Katherine Mills, '30,
Mary Pitkin, '31, and Nancy Clare Ott,
'32. Plans for a retreat and for t
! discussed.
The Athletic Association wishes
call attention to the moving of t
A. A. boards from the corridor into t
This was done with
that the
; Phi : i Thursday, April 18.
Although Patriots' Day is but too
likely to mean nothing more to us
than a file of haggard athletes dashing
down Central street egged on by
several Piskites, rather more appro-
priate observances were held elsewhere
on campus. In accordance with tra-
dition, a Patriot's Day service was
held at the East Lodge at eight in the
morning. After the flag-raising a talk
was given by Miss Williams of the
History Department.
E=)
The blissful state of indecision in
which some hundred students in the
Milton classes were drifting along has
been abruptly ended by Miss Smith's
ever-phenomenal ingenuity. The date
wrongly scheduled as a final pape:
has at last been set. Were it not tha
some traitor would betray the schem
(as Miss Lockwood herself fears) a
would be delighted to follow her sug
gestion of reading a novel through th
eriod and handing in
booklet.
Due to a severe attack of n
which is the bleeding of the
veins around the gastrocnemius
cles of the frog, the efforts ol
physiology students to get gooc
The very comprehensive Ruskin col-
lection of letters, corrected first ed-
itions and commentaries upon Ruskin
which were given some years ago to
the college library by Goodspeed has
been moved from the treasure room to
the upper hall. Among the recent ad-
ditions to the treasure room is a
manuscript of a poem by Goethe
which was presented by Professor
r=i
The Episcopal Club held a supper
and short meeting on Wednesday
evening. AprU 17, in the Green Tea-
room at Alumnae Hall, to introduce
the recently elected officers for the
year 1929-30. Helen Newell, '30, is
President; Mary Bridges, '30, Vice-
president; Marion Nelson, '30, Secre-
tary; Dorothy Upjohn, '32, Treasurer.
Trunin Times notes:
"The Radcliffe Journal recoun
interesting experiment now being tried
by Radcliffe College in company
Harvard. This trial in the educational
world is a modification of the Dalton
Plan, and is known as the Reading
Period. Under this system, the
dents of the three upper classes study
independently of the teacher,
wifhnut lectures and classroom
cises in most of their studies. This
period lasts for two weeks immediately
second period
ing from May 6 to May 29. During
these intervals, the students are guided
by lists and sections of books suggested
for reading by the instructors in their
various courses.
"The trial just made has proved a
success, for a study shows that among
the juniors whose grades have been <
clared 'satisfactory,' the number v
25 per cent larger than the average
the three preceding years, while among
the sophomores the number of ';
factory' grades was increased 20 per
cent. This new plan of education
seems to justify Pope's idea that 'Men




! first big event of the afternoon
e the crowning of the May Queen,
Frances Eldredge, 1932's president, by
Abbott, the senior president, fol-
by a May Pole Dance by the
Queen's sixteen freshmen attendants,
second event will be the tug of
across Longfellow Pond between
the juniors and the sophomores, which
ought to prove especially exciting be-
of the damp possibilities in-
1. Games, such as London Bridge
Is Falling Down and Ring Around the
Rosy, that express the proper spring
spirit, will be played more or less reg-
ularly as the spirit moves the revellers.
A hurdy-gurdy is expected; but, in any
se, music from the Music Box will
part of the Fair entertainment.
Because of the early date of the
General Examinations this year, the
juniors, instead of the seniors, will
charge of May Day; any money
made at the Fair will be for the benefit
of C. A. Another change this year is
the emphasis put upon May Day as an
college frolic. Each class is invited
come in appropriate Country Fair
;hes, whereas last year only the
freshmen dressed up.
May Day will end in a blaze of glory
step-singing, Saturday night, when
e present juniors will sing, for the
st time, their senior Marching Song
id their next year's class officers will
be announced.
That May Day ' ' excitement




White sweaters — smartly
ready to "top" any gleamingly
pure skirt. White wool, with
jacquard-pattern weaves of
rayon. Crew, V-necks, 4.0O.
Other sweaters, including the
"English Lisle" sports shirt,
3.00 to 875.
White flannel skirt- responds rhythmically
to tne graceful movements of the day. Knife-
pleated flannel, on fitted, four-button hip-yoke, 5.95.
And, for a choice, there's always the crepella skirt,
May White Sale
^-Enter a yearly event-^at just the right moment
!
A chance to "stock-up" on the best-looking "un-
dies," negligees, dresses and what-not, at those un-
usual savings that help a lot around graduation!
Monday and Tuesday, April 29th and 30th—
a
"Tre-jur" representative will be in our shop to ex-
plain the delights of SUNTAN, properly applied. Do




The Valley Ranch --%
r Saddle Trip in the Rockies
%mJ for Young Ladies
(ANNUALLY SINCE 1922)
A Summer in the Rockies on the back trails of
WY.mn- Ye!! v t..„, IVk. -md the Buffalo Bill
Country during July and August for Younj; Udie-\
E,v;h number .,-.,, -jned her own horse, stock saddle
Sleep in a tepee or out under the stars; see bears,
mc«w, coyotes antelope, deer and ell;; camp in forois
;,:. ir.,:!, \ ' '.: i V |.L- V , t :u ).-.!' ii'-.i -j !:: .
and geysers.
Over half the (rip compn-c- l.iy ova r-:n<.\!: in>ni
one to four days long with loafing, mountain climbs,
wimimni;. anJ tr.-ut h-luhL'. in Kooky Mountain lakes
A vacation experience you will never former. A
C'T.L'.'.Tiia! jo'up, excellent food, cooked by the best
guides in the West. Reuim in f.rear. shape for school
or colkje next fall.
Private Pullmans and dining-cars from the East and
References rcc-niroJ Party limited. Write for illus-
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are of little interest, for the hordes who
fill the Poets' Readings in the fall are
surely interested in seeing their artistic
idols in the flesh, and the Hathaway
afternoons give a similar opportunity.
All members of Hathaway, and others,
are welcome, and tea is served. It
would be too bad if the tea accommo-
dations should be exceeded, but the ad-
vantage of a large audience would no
doubt counteract the inconvenience of
such a difficulty.
IN EXPLANATION connection is not so cio:
$ who have missed the first
As the vocal organ of the college and j still the opportunity of
the one common source of information remainder of the series,
and thought, the NEWS tries to fulfill
judiciously the responsibility put upon
it. The Free Press column is a safety
valve for pent-up feeling among the
students, and, as has been shown to a
great extent during the past year, it
frequently does serve to start action in
the desired direction. Our editorials
seek to call attention to the^ facts and
existing circumstances unnoticed by
Though speciahzatior
Wellesley's is one of the marks o:
Election this modern age, Welles-
Methods ley shows its Independ-
ence of contemporary
fashion. There is a certain type of g
who is seized upon freshman yet
gradually separated off by annual elec-
tions and eventually put at the head of
some organization. Personality and
general intelligence are a sign of the
type. An office must be filled, and
members are drawn from the elect lot.
Whether her particular talent fits the
office or not. is not one of the prerequi-
A PLEA FOR POLITICS
Wellesley College






to the other side.
must not be compared
with professional work but should be
judged by a standard of their own. If
unfavorable criticism is given, the
ideal is for it to b
But it is as impossible for the NEWS
as for other organizations to attain the
ideal. The student who is perfecting
herself in one field well enough to be
exceptional. The
printed frequently
level of perfection as the work being
but like that work of art.
reach the standard set. The parts of
it that are truly helpful, justifiably
suggesting improvements, surely merit
the disregarding, except as a failure
in the art of criticism, of phrases
that are thoughtlessly destructive. The
NEWS does not set itself up as a men-
tor. Other so-called criticisms that
PRAISE OF PROPORTION
Often we are reproved
indifference to all extra-c
That this indifference is not all inclu-
sive was proved by the large audience
which gathered to hear Mr. Barr's
those who havi
: hours' pre-requi
irse in modern ar
where most
>e required of whole de-
that the audience will
) insultingly small? Can it
e that Wellesley girls in-
stinctively choose the most excellent of
e boundless number of lectures
lich are set before them? We hard-
think so. for many other talks giv-
, here are of exceptional merit, and
t are ill attended. Though the fame
the quality of Mr. Barr's first lec-
le many draw the .audiences of the
cceeding ones, the first must have
attracted because of its subject.
This would seem to indicate a great
hunger for the understanding
things modern, here where we absorb
chiefly the wisdom of ages past, which
we apply to our own world only by
stumbling implication. No
an excellent thing to spend four ye
gaining the perspective which
preciation of the seve
tieth gives us. Still, we spend almost
all of our regular studying time ac-
quiring such wisdom, and this may
in part account for the usual sigh
with which the news of a scholarly
lecture on a subject of ancient prestige
is greeted. For the just proportioning
specifically
»ve crave. There is n<
that we shall automatically absorb
such information in the world outside
for the subject matter of a lecture
such as Mr. Barr's is certainly news tc
most of us. just as much as are dis-
coveries of obcure manuscripts. Tin
Art Department has set a worthy ex
ample in providing lectures of intrin
sic Interest to the multitude which ari
yet authoritative and which would
never be available to most people in
the ordinary course of events. May
the appreciation of this opportunity
ie example of this sort of
followed
for developing along the particular
into which she falls. Often her nat
ability lies concealed beneath the
face job. On the
prerequisite;
for the particular line, does r
pportunity to do the job.
present illogical method is to
development, all the organizations
ght be further
fitted
Model Assembly of the Leag
tions presented themselves at Mt.
Holyoke College, April twelfth, to at-
tend the session. Official credentials
were required to admit the delegates
to the conference. Among the four,
two had blank credentials and two had
none at all. They had been sent
hastily and entirely unprepared.
Representatives from twenty-six other
eastern colleges were in attendance.
They spoke intelligently on the prob-
lems of the country they were repre-
senting. They spoke, they argued, they
orated, but Wellesley kept silent. Meet-
ings were inspiring, educational, en-
tertaining; they were well worth at-
tending, dealing, as they did, with
international importance,
allege is represented by
id freshmen who were sent





political questions. Have the freshmen
be willing to ;
COLLEGE TOMBSTONES
Here lies the body of Helen McFlart
Who studied the teachings of Rene
Descartes,
doubted all knowledge gained from
I bumped into trees and sign-posts
death was untimely.
She met through her doubting




to do outside things which bring
lesley into contact with the cu
thought in other colleges? Is it
that Wellesley is uninterested in e'
)rld importance? Let us throw
lis curse of mental lethargy and
help our college take an active part in
Free Press Column
If .ill mankind minus one wen- ot
one opinion, and only one person
were ot the contrary opinion, man-
kind would be no more justified in
sil.n.ins that one pt-rson. lhan li--.
not hold thrm-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Ml contributions should be m the
hands of the Editors by 10 A.M. on
Sunday, and must be signed vAih
the lull na;
writer so desires.
Here he the books oi
Fluffy Pearl
Who passed from this life
>cial whirl.
These volumes disclose t
caused her to fail.
In choosing a major; 'twi:
And Princeton she couldn't
She needed more time to
all three.
Her friends for her fate ar
nervous.
They know she left colic
Z. A. APPROVES CHANGE
he Wellesley College News:
with i
in last week's NEWS that T. Z. E.
should be allowed sophomore members.
We agree, they should. Personally, we
should like to see sophomores in all the
Page 1, Col. 1)
in his mystical experience. Mary Aus-
tin in The Forum for last December
gives a fairly complete account of a
childhood realization of happy wonder
at the loveliness of the world in the
early morning. Walt Whitman phrased
the feeling as well as it is possible for
the mystic to express his moment of
ecstasy when he said that "the hand of
God was his elder hand, that the spirit
of God was the elder brother of his."
There are two features peculiar to
the mystical experience, enhanced vi-
tality, and an exalted state of mind.
The first must not be confused with
emotionalism; it is rather an increased




In her sophomore sprint
disappeared.







sighed over the :
ie audience—if nol
room—was gratifying





nd largely unattended, are
y afternoon readings and lec-
lathaway House. Continuing
ie strain, we might hazard a
; this deplorable state of af-
ie to the fact that these op-
portunities are almost entirely unad-
vertised. The post cards which Hatha-
way sends out from time to time to its
members are all too apt to go the way
unread. Yet
after all, find their purpose in provid-
ing for each member a center for
friendship, a place for contact and fel-
lowship with congenial minds. To give
each individual a greater opportunity
to know her fellow-society members
better is our aim. but we agree that
the present system does not completely
fill the bill. Why not give T. Z. E. a
would give to each girl a longer period
omradeship and group effort?
may be urged that this is an ex-
ion of the privilege already ac-
ed to societies. We would, how-
,
draw it to your attention that
y girl has an equal opportunity
n she enters college to get out to
omething, to make friends, to show
lelf capable of becoming a helpful,
jenial, and worthwhile member of
iciety. This new move would stim-
ulate interest in societies among the
present







Bible the second ser
college watch lies.
;ompromise.
It tried to keep time with all clocks
en campus,
its hands flew around at a pace
simply perilous.
it got so tired it had to quit
as it died, "Tempus fugit."
knowledge, but enrichment of the uni-
versal mind. Personality is heightened,
and there is new capacity to interpret
the essential. You arrive at your con-
victions without any sense impressions.
You experience yourself as you have
done before. "Spiritual fecund-
i developed and the fortunate one
an "overflowing, interior plenti-
tude." This procreating force counts
the powers of the mind are thus fused
and unified, the interior self is greatly
increased in its spiritual apprehension.
Dr. Jones pointed out that all the great
advances in beauty and in science
through the ages have been made by
this sudden leap of intuition. After
years perhaps of correlating knowledge
there will come a sudden fusion of
mind so complete that a "goodness that
never was before comes into being."
The discovery of the square of the hy-
pothenuse being equal to the sum of
the squares of the sides is an illustra-
tion of this flash of insight. Mysticism
consists of no secret messages from so-
cial angels."
The portrait of God has been slowly
corrected through the ages, and ex-
panded and enriched conception has
developed. In this process the mystic
has been neither scientist or philoso-
pher; through the interpretation of
his experiences he has helpei




The Lake with canoes and with pad-
dles is choking,
The college en masse is out drifting
and smoking."
That boat, now neglected, though
once so renowned,
mortification just sank down and
drowned.
:re lies the bones of Jane Macbeth;
:rs is a tale of pain,
ie died, poor soul, a lingering death,
;r life was waste and plain;
id missed the Boston train!
Adonais has received a message iioni
a friend who has a friend who is ul-
timately connected with the Secretary
of State in Washington, telling some-
thing which is of vital interest to the
whole country. His informant has it
from the most reputable sources that
during the Roosevelt administration
the favorite color was Alice blue, dur-
ing the Coolidge administration, Grace



















de Bergerac. beginning next week
THIS THING CALLED LOVE
This comedy now running at the Ply-
mouth might as well have been namec
The Marriage Complex, another varia-
tion on the same old theme. Whatevci
this thing may be called, one cannot
fail that
ha> been dished up in the form of one
comedy or another all through this
winter's theatre season. So many of
our playwrights seem to work under
the dismal certainty that there has
been nothing new under the sun since
I he first writer discovered the box-office
thing from sentiment to farce to keep
up the interest of the audience. There
is the usual quarrel between the hus-
being Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand. On the
advice of Ann, Mrs. Bevtrand's sister,
they get a divorce, while Ann, disgusted
by their example, enters into marriage
with a wealthy gentleman .as a busi-
ness proposition, which gives absolute
freedom to each party. Her plan is a
called love, which brings with it the
jealous quarrels that were so offensive
to her before. At this point the Ber-
trands return, resolved to marry each
other again, and Ann herself, in the
emotion following the pistol shots of a
spurned lover, decides that marriage.
with all its trials, is the best of the
evils offered.
There are the usual amusing bicker-
interrupted
cynicisms on marriage in general and
his own case in particular. The devices
which have helped the success of for-
mer comedies are all melted together in
this one, and, if such eclecticism does
prevents dullness, while the acting of
Violet Heming and Minor Watson help
|
CAMPUS CRITIC
ARMS AND THE MAN
Some sort of alchemy took place in
Alumnae Hall on Friday night when
the Wellesley Barnswallows and the
Amherst Masquers gave a joint per-
formance of Shaw's Arms and the Man.
Perhaps it was the greater strength
given by the men's voices, for an audi-
ence accustomed to more dulcet tones
from its histrionic males; perhaps it
was the less apathetic Prom audience,
but the play which most of Wellesley
seemed to take on new humor, new
sparkle, from the already well-packed
lines of G. B. S.
in Wrlle.-lrys Fall presentation of the
play.
Raina was charming, and Ruth
Stephens is absolute master of the part.
KatherLne Cast was even better than
in the previous production; the hu-
increase with use. In interpreting the
subtleties of Louka's part. Theodora
Douglas, especially was helped by the
supporting Masquers. It was astonish-
ing how the more capable handling of
the men's parts sharpened and clarified
the really excellent performances of
the Wellesley girls.
Major Sergius. the distraught neni Io-
nian of the conflicting egos, was excel-
lently played, as was Captain Blunt-
The latter, however, was not quite
the perfect "chocolate cream soldier."
While tone and voice were good, and
the part very capably played, he never-
theless failed to convey the requisite
burly soldierdom. and the
tie professional
fighting man, His appearance belied
his make-up, and made him too ob-
viously the college youth displaying no
mean degree of skill in the histrionic
art. The scene in which a lack of sleep
overpowers the Serbian refugee was ex-
ceedingly well done.
were rather negatively played; both
parts carried possibilities that were not
exploited. All told, however, the joint
nqualified success,
INTERCOLLEGIATE POETRY READING
The first of the series of inter-colle-
giate poetry readings, in which Welles-
ley is taking part, was held in Matthi-
son House, on Friday, April 19. The
program would have been a delightful
added interest because of the possibility
of contrasting the methods of the three
colleges. In the end, however, the con-
trast did not seem to be especially sig-
nificant or evident. The readings of
the students from the different colleges
seemed rather to be unified by their
simplicity of presentation and excel-
lence of voice quality.
The Wellesley choice of selections did
other colleges. In the Smith group,
the homely charm of Amy Lowell's
Purple Grackles, read by Elizabeth Pat-
terson, and the dignified beauty of the
selection from Book IV of Paradise
Lost, given by Agnes Johnston, illus-
trated extremes of contrast in English
poetry. Robert Frost's poem Fear,
which Frida Scharman presented with
appropriate dramatic tenseness, stood
midway between the other types, con-
Ralph Hodgson's Song of Honor,
which Mildred Lister read, was, al-
though given with feeling, perhaps too
vague in content and stereotyped in
form to make even a spirited rendering
wholly effective. Alfred Noyes' rollick-
ing ballad Song of Sherwood was read
by Georgina Johnson; Dorothy Wood
gave the Ode on a Grecian Urn, which
although perhaps too often given, con-
Noyes.
The poems given by Mt. Holyoke rep
be called classical, but their spirit was
still quite varied. Ruth Blunt gave a
part of Alfred Noyes' The Dwarf's
Tragedy, a beautiful and pathetic,
though not a great poem. Catherine
Stone recited a thought-provoking
poem, Definition, by Jeanne Calfee.
Helen Swiener read several examples
of pure lyric poetry, dealing foi
most part with themes of love,
Mme. Naidu's book, The Sceptred
a yearly poetry
ling, begun informally two yi
by Smith and Mount Holyokt
which should surely be
i. spur to the appreciation of every
I English poetry.
A. K. P., '31
On Tuesday evening, April sixteenth
Miss Smaill's Reading and Speaking
class in Modern Drama and Poetry
gave readings of one-act plays. Tht
program was most diversified, vary-
ing from tragedy to the most delight-
ful comedy. The acting was very gooc
all through, and all with remarkable
success portrayed at least two charac-
ters by totally changing their voic<
Natalie Burggraf '30 began the pro-
gram by giving Sintram of Skaggerak
by Sada Cowan, which is of a
man who is half mad with the
vary more, but it was excellently acted.
The next was the Festival of Bac-
chus by Arthur Schnitzler. Eileen
McCann '31 gave the opening, a con-
i takes place in a railway station
they are waiting for the wife's
former husband. It was a great con-
to the first since it was totally
wife was particularly charming. 1
third, Enemies, by Neith Boyce, ac
by Joan Piersen '31, was also a mar
ut on a higher key,
after fifteen years, '
id annoyed that he
: wife's soul and £
knowing his, was still soothing him,
Lady Gregory's Dave was given
pies '29. It was the rr
n vc-rv diiVeront temperament. It is
of a head servant who steals but who
puts the blame on a gypsy lad whom
he half kills and then turns out. They
were all good but the most appealing
the
:
Cast was her inimitable and amusinf
in Ever Young by Alice Gersten-
berg, the after dinner conversation o
Bing Chung Ling '31 gave most re-
markably well Napoleon's Barber by
Arnold Bennet. Hei
tremely good and th
of the young son particularly nice. T.
last reading was a pleasant comedy
a sentimental florist's assistant v.
helps along love affairs, the Jewish
proprietor, a gawky assistant and th
spinster for whom the florist's girl i
making the romance. The play is Tht
Florist's Shop by Winifred Hawkridge
and was given delightfully by Mabelle
STUDENT RECITAL
The student recital on Monday. April
15, was particularly interesting becaus<
of its variety. It began brilliantly witl
Bonnet's Caprice Heroique for the or
gan, played with great power and feel
ing by Margaret Nivison. The remark'
able lightness and delicacy with whicl
Alice Norton played MacDowell's Hex
tained notes in the violin selection
Dance Arabe, by Rimsky-Korsakoff
Kreisler, which Margaret Blackburn
executed, and Nancy Nichols' technique
displayed in Arensky's Etude in
sliarp, were all of outstanding inter
The White Peacock, Griffes, was
lightfully done by Marcia Purmort
perhaps because she seemed to catel
just the right atmosphere and creati
for us a picture of the lovely bird sleep
ily preening itself in the sun. One o
the novelties of the program consistec
of the Waltz for two pianos by Nanc;
Nichols and Beryl Stuart. The climai
of the whole recita Mar:
tistic performance of Isolde's Liebestod
(Love-Death) by Wagner-Liszt. It is
one of the biggest and most passion-
ately tragic things ever written for the
piano, and Miss Fuller's technique and
feeling seemed more than adequate,
This alone would have been worth the
ital i the i
resting one of this year's series, and
Wellesley. It is to be regretted that









That's the advantage of stor-
ing your furs at Jordan's new
plant on Memorial Drive, Cam-
bridge. . . You may take it
there directly, and if you call









and Tin':. Ann! :9 a»rl \
'The Red Dance'
Wed. and Tlilir... Ma:, i
'The Carnation Kid'
"Geraldine"
9he clock 13! won't drag
weary round when you come to
class pepped up with a Shredded
Wheat breakfast. Lazy hours
follow meals too heavy. There's












There is no more provocative field of life in America
today than the college. College men and women are
sifting, experimenting, and thinking more boldly rhan
any other group. They are building the new America.
The Campus Prize Novel Contest is open to all college
undetgraduates, or to gtaduates of not more than one
yeat. The prize novel may be a stoty of college life, or
of college people ic\ other envitonments; it may be
i*!i your personal story or the novel you akv.iys have
wanted to write about your generation. A S3000.00
Cash prize will be paid the winning author.
Thewinning novel will be serialized in College Humor
and published in book form by Doubleday, Doran
and Company. Book royalties will be paid the author
in addition to the ptize, and motion picture and dra-
matic rights will remain with the author. We reserve
the right to publish in setial and book form, according
to the usual terms, any of the othet novels submitted.
The closing J.ih of ihc < imlul /i mi.lmght, October 15, 1929.
The contest will be judged by the editors of College
Humor and Doubleday Doran. Typed manuscripts of
from 75,000 to 100,000 words should be sent with
return postage, name, and address, ro the Campus
Priz-c Novel Contest, College Humor, 1050 La Salle
Street, Chicago ; or to the Campus Prize Novel Contest,




Out From Dreams and
Theories
"Today, editors e willing to recog
some experience ii
)aper work is obtained as staf
>er of the college paper,'' accord
o Robert H. McNeil, writing h
tZ and Society of March 30, an ar-





doubt this applies to v
find training on college n
value when they enter
paper work. Taking as i






encouragement from the faculty. The
staff members of some papers receive
financial compensation; others receive
academic credit; still others have to
work on the paper in connection with




appointed teacher-in-training in the
Mathematics department at the Field-
ston School in New York City. This
carries with it a stipend of $1000, and
the opportunity to devote part time to
FELLOWSHIP AWARDED
RadclirTe College has awarded the
Rosamund Freeman Fellowship for the
year 1929-30 to Dorothy Bruce, Wel-
lesley '26. Miss Bruce will begin work
toward her doctor's degree in history.
She won the Erasmus History Prize
(Continued from Page 1, Col.
To the Department of Spanish as
Isabella Lavery, B.A., who is at pres-
studying for her Ph. D. at John
Hopkins University.
The Department of English Lltera-
re regrets very much that Miss
retire from teaching at
of this year. Her course in
on will be given next year by a
rf the department, Miss
Grace E. Hawk, who has specialized
study of the seventeenth cen-
Miss Hawk graduated from the
Women's College at Brown
r
; after several years of
Lt Bryn Mawr as graduate
id as instructor in English she
j Oxford to carry on research
seventeenth century, under the
special supervision of Mr. Percy Simp-
and Senor Madariaga. She re-
ceived the degree of B.Litt. from Ox-
in 1928. Highly recommended by
with whom she has
Hawk will bring
;r courses, 204 and 107. a fresh,
A outlook, a spirit of cooperation,
a steady, vigorous, npedantic
of life.
Edith Melcher, P
French. At present ;
Miss Hockaday's Sen
Margaret Jeffrey,
thorne, N. Y., who is
ant in German in
something which will benefit those
,




University is offering a
; course in bookselling this
summer from July 8 to July 26. Lec-
tures each morning from 8:30 to 11:80
will be followed by afternoon visits of
observation to establishments repre-
senting various aspects of the book
trades, from printing house through
publishing and wholesale house to
bookshops of different types. There
will also be various kinds of outside re-
search with reports.
Miss Sarah Ball of Ball and Wilde,
Booksellers, will offer a course entitled,
"Selecting and Buying Books for a
Bookshop," and Mr. Edwin V. Mitchell,
bookseller and publisher of Hartford,
Conn., will teach "Practical Aspects of
Bookselling."
These instructors are practical, suc-
should be of great value to anyone who
is thinking of going into the book
business. Visits to New York book-




; is teaching in
I. A., of Haw-
present Assist-
partment.
To the Department of Greek anc
Latin will come, as an Instructor
Barbara McCarthy, B.A., of Provi
dence, R. I., who at present holds a
fellowship at Yale University.
Vincent Scramuzza, M. A., no
will I tin-
Department of History as part-time
Instructor.
To the Department of Hygiene and
Physical Education as Instructor, will
come Eleanor Daboll, B.A., and Certi-
ficate in Hygiene and Physical Educa-
from Wellesley. Miss Daboll, ol
i., is at present In-
at North Carolina College foi
Women.
Lecturer in Music, Organist, anc
Choir Director, will come Lowell Pier-
Beveridge. A. M., of Dorchester,
., at present at the Royal College
usic in London.
Elizabeth Johannsen, A. M.,
N. Y., who is at present
studying for the Ph.D. at Clark Uni-
Department of Philosophy and
Psychology.
As Instructor in the Department of
Reading and Speaking will come Olivia
Maria Hobgood, B.S., of Louisburg,
N. C., who is at present studying for




A Professional School for College
Graduates
The Academic Year for 1929-30 opens
Monday, October 7, 1929.
Henry Atherton Frost— Director
53 Church Street, Cambridge, Mass.
At Harvard Square
WABAN LODGE
Attractive rooms for pern
and transient guests
11 Waban Street








APRIL 25, 26, 27
=j
Thursday, Friday, Saturday o,
U>.8.8 » tUULgJULJUmil) llllll HJtJ
Put Your Furs in Cold Storage
for the Summer
Before you get them In the fall,
we will repair, reline, and dry
cleanse your furs, cloth coats and
PROTECTION against FIRE and
THEFT
RELIABLE TAILORING CO.





Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS; 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W
r iff
Ready Made Suits and Dresses
Altered
Prices much lower than in the









Yt 465 Washington Street
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M
For those who seek
detachment from the intensity
of modem Manhattan, The
ROOSEVELT provides an at-
mosphere of quiet comfort and
charm . . . Its early Colonial
HEN BERNIE'S ORCHESTRA
in the Grill
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Memoirs of a Gothic American, Anna
Kavanagh -Priest. New York. Thi
MacMillan Company. 1929.
Nellie Parsons, for thirty years chap,
eron In a fashionable New England
boarding school, recounts the story o:
her youth. The setting is a New Hamp
shire farm, belonging for generation:
to the Parsons family. The story con
slsts of the contrast between two types
of character. The Parsonses are ideal-
ists, believers in the Rights of Man;
Nellie's mother, whose nature is ex-
pressed in her hard amber eyes, is prac-
tical, impatient of "book-learning" and
"blue-stockings." Plain, passionate
Nellie, thoroughly a Parsons, finds her-
self unloved by mother, brother, sister;
taking life seriously, she struggles de-
spairingly against this conflict. The
style is effusive, sometimes too learned;
but the force of the characters, espe-
cially the mother and grandfather,
more than outweighs this fault, and
the picture of a fundamental human
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
Cornelia Otis Skinner, who appeared
in the Community Playhouse at Welles-
ley Hills on Wednesday evening, April
17, captivated her audience at the start
and held its attention steadily through
a series of light, charming selections.
Miss Skinner's first selection was a
clever characterization of an American
girl telephoning her dressmaker in
Paris. Her half-monotone sentences
whelming rapidity; through them were
scattered judiciously queries of "Isn't
It too divine?" and bits of American
In a Gondola, equally entertaining,
introduced a note of pathetic irony.
The nasal-voiced middle-aged Ameri-
can woman is alternately wondering if
she should buy that guimpe for Hettie,
and trying to rhapsodize over the Ve-
flnally falls asleep.
The characterization of a southern
girl in the Sistine Chapel was in a way
the same type as the first selection,
done with a languid Southern drawl.
Snowbound in Iowa, was a more se-
rious scene, in which Miss Skinner por-
age of a girl in a cheap vaudeville team
delayed on a country station platform
in Iowa. The scene was artistically
handled, its pathos never degenerating
into sentimentality.
The next selection, Home Work, pro-
vided comic relief in the form of a
mother's attempt to solve an arithmetic
problem for her twelve-year old son.
The confusing efforts of the mother,
however, to show Junior that she really
did know "how many marbles A would
have" proved the height of the eve-
The following selection, Woman's
Crowning Glory, was the picture of an
old grandmother who comes to see her
granddaughter having a boyish bob.
The combination of common sense and
sentiment in the old lady, the mingling
of querulousness with unusually keen
insight, was not completely convincing.
Miss Skinner closed her program
with an amusing presentation of a
woman sailing on the Olympic, saying
goodbye from the boat to friends on
the dock. Trite exclamations of "Take
good care of yourself," and the trav-
elers' anxiety that their friends should
leave, illustrated pointedly the inanity
of such goodbyes.
Miss Skinner's personality charmed
her ; the
.•(-nun., (
est. Her range was narrow, for her
characters resembled one another
rather too closely. A French poem,
however, Le Vent Sauvage de Novem-
bre, which she gave as an encore,
showed her ability to extend her reper-
toire to other fields. Miss Skinner's art
is already distinctive, and when ma-
Save May 11 for
PLAY DAY
tured and expanded, it will surely at
tain or excel the celebrity of he
father's name.
M. G., '31.
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
This evening the Playhouse will give
Its last showing of Tlie Spieler, a story
of drama behind carnival, with Renee
Adoree starring.
Friday and Saturday, Will Rogers
finally enters governmental affairs as
Senator from Texas in The Texas
Steer, with Louise Fazenda as his am-
bitious wife. Looping the Loop, the
latest importation from the UFA com-
pany, the leading film producers of
Europe, is to be the second of the
double bill. Like Variety, produced by
the same company, the background of
this picture is the German circus.
On Monday and Tuesday, April 29
and 30, Dolores del Rio and Charles
Farrell will appear in The Red Dance.
Another tale of the Russian revolu-
tion, it differs from most of its pre-
decessors in combining two points of
view: that of the innocent victims of
oppression before the uprising, and
later that of those undeservedly caught
in the storm of revenge.
Wednesday and Thursday Douglas
MacLean stars in The Carnation Kid,
a story written for him, and suggest-
ing his success. The Seven Keys to
Baldpate, in its amusing complication
shown Booth Tarkington's story. Ger-
aldine, having Marion Nixon and Ed-
ward Quillan as co-stars.
• Continued from Page 1, Col. 3>
earth and humanity to the Japanese.
It seems impossible that such fine lines
and delicate shading could be wrought,
brush. The perspecth
strange t
consider that the artists kneel on the
floor to do their work, it is not surpris-
ing that the paintings have not the
same perspective we are accustomed to.
The most significant thing about the
pictures, aside from their exquisite col-
oring, is the sense of repose and medi-
tation which they subtly suggest. This
philosophy of serenity is as important
in a painting, according to the Japan-
ese point of
Sword guards, netsuke i buttons to
keep swords from slipping when they
are hung on the belt), sword handles,
and inro f medicine cases) were shown
in the exhibition cases. The sword is
venerated in Japan, and the guards
made to hold them are beautifully
of the soul of the sword-maker passes
into the sword when he tempers it. No
blade is ever touched with the bare
hand, for fear of marring its mirror-
like brightness. The medicine cases,
which are also firmly held to the belt
by netsuke. were made of lacquer with
mother-of-pearl inlays. Several ivory
figurines of buddhas and talismans
were also exhibited.
Miss Blattner had a thorough knowl-
edge of her subject, and interest was
added by her explanation of the sym-
bolism and various traditions which
went with the paintings and the curios.
INTO THE MOUTHS* OF BABES—
RIGHT FOODS GO BY INSTINCT
In the American Journal of Diseases
of Children for October, 1928. Dr. Clara
Davis has published the astounding
results of an experiment In the self-
selection of diet by newly-weaned in-
Infants were the subjects of this
diet experiment because they are "nat-
ural models, the product of an optimal
nutrition and presumably freer from
nutritional defects than any older
group." Three infants were experi-
mented upon, two for periods of six
Three days were allowed for accli-
matization and examinations after the
babies were admitted to the hospital.
which exclusively
containing most of the
of adult life were set
Then and throughout tr.
each child chose the article and the
amount which he wished to eat with-
out the slightest suggestion from the
attendant nurses.
While the individual choices and
above all the method of attack, which
included plumping the whole hand
into the dish, lapping up the food and
picking up the dish and pouring the
food into the mouth, varied widely,
opposed to carnivorous and vegetarian
—and all three ate salt regularly even
though they made wry faces over It.
After the first few meals the desired
food was promptly chosen ho matter
what its location on the tray and food
which had formerly proved distaste-
ful was Ignored. No clear preference
for raw or cooked foods and no at-
tempts to mix foods or to pour milk
foods were eaten in waves after which
no symptoms of over-eating or disgust
for the particular food was manifest,
fact the
theory that children should receive
each day small quantities of all the
foods composing a well-balanced diet.
At the end of this audacious experi-
ment all of the infants were obviously
plump, solid, well-nourished and happy
nedic that
i of health
Indeed, one child, who had rickets at
the beginning of the experiment, faith-
fully drank the glass of cod-liver oil
placed upon his tray. When the ro-
that the rickets
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A NEW ENGLAND INSTITUTION
8 Centre Avenue
NEWTON, MASS.
Phone Newton North 0077
Keep Flowers
in your room
Lighten up the dark cor-
ners of your room with bright
flowers. Let us deliver them
to you. You'll see how much
they help.
For sale_3 prs. new riding breeches,
1 tinen crash habit—coat and breeches.
Can be seen at Wellesley Costume Co,
54S Washington St., Wellesley.
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
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end in itself. The natural clarity
form was lost in the shifting of plan
to form an arbitrary design.
Matisse and Derain were experimen
ing at about this time; the former
achieving t
the
26 Elizabeth M. Rogers to Mr. Wil-
son Prels Payne, March 29.
'27 Vera Frankel to James Rasco-
var, April 18.
19 To Dorothy Collins Alyea, a
daughter, Jane Dinsmore, November
Ex-79 Lucy Marsh Eckerts, April,
Ex-79 Elizabeth Gardner French,
July 12, 1928.
Ex-"80 Mary Hanks Kempton, Mar.
26, at Cambridge, Mass.
'88 Mary Sawyer, April 15, at
Spnii'jik'ld, Mass.
though arrived at by a clinVn nt pnn-
ciple.
Seurat and Cezanne were re-action-
ists against the Impressionist move-
ment of which Monet was an example.
The Impressionists tended to disregard
problems of structure and composition
since they were chiefly occupied in the
problems of light and atmosphere. Seu-
rat, while retaining traditional form,
applied a theory of his own to the de-
tails i that
the
Cezanne returned to Poussin to learn
3W to paint nature. Reacting from
of the Impressionists, he
spheres and cylinders. His landscapes
were systematic, structural composi-
tions which added an architectural or
ordered quality to nature.
Influenced by the aforementioned de-
velopments and by the primitive art of
certain Indian races, Picasso, in 1906,
began experimenting in cubism as an
m form while his simplified contours
have classic emphasis. This differen-
tiates him from Matisse and Picasso.
Where Picasso had merely re-ar-
ranged the planes into which natural
objects fell in order to achieve a more
harmonious design, other cubists began
to lose this last vestige of re-presenta-
tional quality. Some painted collec-
tions of objects which had the metallic
quality common to the mechanical as-
pect of the age, aiming at suggestive
design rather than any truth to life.
Purism was a reaction against the too
abstract use of form divested 0; per-
ceptual significance. It supplied com-
monplace objects such as pitchers and
cups for the significant but unrecog-
nizable forms in abstract expressions.
Kandinsky, in Germany, had taken ab-
to its logical con-
went into his design.
The final purification of painting oc-
curred almost simultaneously in Hol-
land and Russia. Mondriaan grouped
colors in rectangular arrangements
within a square, achieving a total ab-
straction of form and color by using
both to express a purely geometric fig-
ure. The suprematists in Russia went
so far as to render black on black so
that textural values were the only me-
raphy, stage design, typography and
advertising at the present
obviously
structural design, Moving putim-
letting design play an important




The Near East Relief is having a
sale at Agora, from 11:00 to 5.30
o'clock. Articles made by refugees
in Greece and Turkey will be on
sale. They are suitable for werldinu
and commencement gifts. The











Groceries of AH Kinds
Let Us Serve You
i=i
The Wellesley Fruit Co.
Wellesley Square Tel. 0138
EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY
artistically done at the
NICHOLAS STUDIO
\ Hotel Martha Washington I
(Exclusively for Women)
29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th StreetNEW YORK CITY
eal Residence for Those Coming to Town for Shopping, the Theatres
o tnjov the Many t nlrurnl Advantages Offered in New York.
DAILY RATES — NONE HIGHER
i with Running Water
. . For One— $2.00 . 2.50
For Two— 3.00 . 3.50






They're handy to have
. . .
for campus wear, for motor-
ing, or for just strolling on
a cool Spring evening. Our
Misses' Shop is showing tail-
ored and formal styles in fur-
less and fur-trimmed models,
with scarf or standing col-




IS. H. STKARNS CO.
1RXIlR1§n
T WON'T BE LONG
3W. AND THE PAUSE
rHAT'S COMING MAY
OT BE SO REFRESH-
G AS SOME OTHERS
KNOW OF.
T HAD GOOD TO GET
